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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION IN THE CITY OF GOIANIA, GOIAS, BRAZIL, TRANSMITTED BY
THE MOST HOLY QUEEN OF HEAVEN, THE VIRGIN MARY TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA

Children of Mine,

Consecrate yourselves in love to My Kingdom and to My Purpose of Redemption and, through
permanent prayer, bring to the world the Peace that it needs.

I see the world from My Kingdom and I feel in My Immaculate Heart all the pain and suffering that
My children upon the Earth live, but today I tell you that the greater sorrow of My Heart and of the
Most Sacred Heart of God is to contemplate the ignorance in which all the creatures of the Earth
live.

For this I come to the world to remove it from the darkness that does not allow it to see the Celestial
Powers and how simple it would be to change the course of your lives and of the planetary life.

My children, I come to the world to teach you the Power of the invisible, the great Power of the love
that you guard in your essences.  Discover by yourselves the Power of this love that grows stronger
as you love without conditions and without limits. 

The love in your hearts must take the place of hatred, of rage, of bitterness, of competition, of envy
and of judgments.  Allow this love that comes from My Kingdom to enter into your lives and, little
by little, to transform the conflicts in which your hearts live.

The world becomes sick from lack of love.  The families lose themselves from lack of love.  The
nations destroy themselves from lack of love.  You must discover the Power of this love that is born
in the heart that prays, that clamors to God for Mercy, that receives from God the Forgiveness and
then learns how great is the ignorance of not forgiving.

My children, today I ask you: who are you to not forgive if That One that is God forgives even the
greatest of the sinners?

My beloved ones, I ask you to learn with the signs of Heaven and in the simplicity of the heart pray
with truth, with purity of intention.  Pray for humanity, for the kingdoms of nature, for the nations,
for the planet.

Walk towards this path of conversion that is nothing more than the conversion of the acts of life, the
conversion of the lack of love and of forgiveness, the conversion of the lack of service and of
donation, the conversion of the lack of peace and of union with God.  This is the conversion to
which I invite you in this time.

I Am not coming to call you to a new religion.  I come to conduct you to a new life as these are no
longer times for surrendering to God what is left over, neither to remember the Divine when there is
nothing else to think about.
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Understand, My beloved ones, these are times of definition and God waits for the answer of His
children, those that with love will surrender to Him all of themselves and in prayer will rescue the
souls that constantly fall in the abysses of the world.

Pray with joy, pray with fervor, pray for Peace and for Redemption, for the families, for the
children, for those that are being born and for those that are dying.   Pray for those that do not know
God, and ask for many to receive from the Father what your souls, without you realizing, are
receiving on the day of today.

I thank you eternally for accompanying My steps of a pilgrim and for opening to Me the doors of
your hearts.

Mary, Mother and Queen of Peace


